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Introduction
● Identifying and tracking drivers of conflict:

○ Ultimate goal: To anticipate the outbreak of violence and/or displacement
○ An elusive challenge for social science

● Problem: Can we build a joint human/machine coding system for analysts to use in 
the development of datasets for conflict analysis?
○ Minimise: Misclassifications, duplicated and erroneous events
○ Maximise: Recall
○ Key difficulty: Large and complex ontology, very few relevant instances (1%)

● Variety of sources and data forms:
○ Conflict drivers described in long and complicated analyst reports
○ Individual events described in daily news and social media posts
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An Analyst Workflow

A typical analyst:

● Monitors events and conflict drivers in high volume 
(and high velocity) text streams

● Summarises information to build up a profile of 
activity for a person/organisation/country of interest

Process:

● Identify relevant information
● “Code” relevant information
● Analyse coded information

Current methodologies are predominantly human-based
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Identify Relevant Sentences
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Identify Relevant Sentences

● Find sentences that 
describe “who (actor) 
did what (action) to 
whom (target)”

● Most events details 
contained in first six 
sentences

● Relevance to e.g. 
Political Corruption, 
Rebel Groups, 
Allegiances, Violence
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Ontology Classification
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Ontology Classification

● Domain specific
● Ontologies can be huge
● Expert knowledge and 

interpretation

Conflict Factors:

● Structural Causes
● Proximate Causes
● Triggers
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Automated Machine Coding
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Limitations:

● Duplicated events
● Rare classes/terminology are missed
● New terms/phenomena (e.g. ISIS)

Automated Machine Coding
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State of the art event coding systems:

GDELT | PHOENIX | PETRARCH 

● Events/Triggers only
● 70,000+ Human-Crafted Parsing 

Rules/Patterns
● Global scope, Fully automated

SPEED

● Events/Triggers only
● Naive Bayes model selects relevant 

documents (90,000 training documents)
● Human in the loop checks all outputs



Dataset Development

Domain specific ontologies and datasets require trained analysts and therefore are 
expensive and time consuming to construct

AfPak Events

● Events/Triggers
● 72 Event classes in domain specific ontology
● 1,478 AfPak related events: extracted from 112,000 sentences across 6,500 

webpages. Chronological split: 65% training documents, 35% testing documents.

ICG DRC

● Conflict Drivers: structural, proximate, and trigger events
● 17 Category classes in domain specific ontology
● 2,541 text snippets: extracted from 8,836 sentences across 15 analyst reports
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Datasets are Imbalanced

These rare events and classes are of key 
interest to Social Scientists and Analysts
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A Joint Human Machine Coding Process
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A Joint Human Machine Coding Process
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A Joint Human Machine Coding Process
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● We compare PETRARCH, Multinomial Naive Bayes and SVM
● AfPak Test Dataset contains 97% (12,075) irrelevant sentences
● All machine learning methods filter out over 89% (10,770) irrelevant sentences

● PETRARCH baseline has a 0.4 recall on AfPak
● Multinomial Naive Bayes (with uniform priors) has 0.71 recall on both AfPak and 

DRC Datasets
● This recall is comparable to the performance of human analysts

● Conclusion: Machine Learning can reduce the time a human analyst spends filtering

Evaluation: Relevant Sentence Filtering
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A Joint Human Machine Coding Process
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● Baseline: MNB-UP (out of 12,427):
○ Predicts 1,555 sentences as relevant
○ Recall: 252 out of 352 relevant sentences 

● Sentence Classification (AfPak):
○ Multi-class (72 classes) multi-label (top-3)
○ All pairs SVM (majority vote) produces highest 

recall for ontology classification prediction
○ 0.79 recall (323/407) of correct labels 

● Assume: human analyst removes all remaining 
irrelevant sentences:
○ 1,303 irrelevant sentences removed
○ Misclassified sentence = no correct labels 
○ Reduces misclassified sentences by 82%

Evaluation: Ontology Classification
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A Joint Human Machine Coding Process
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A Joint Human Machine Coding Process
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Evaluation: Ontology Snippet Classification

● The vote was largely peaceful and well organised, although numerous irregularities 
were reported at the polling stations.

● Text Snippet Classification:
○ Analyst highlights what they consider to be key text in a sentence
○ Reduces noise by removing irrelevant words
○ MNB-UP:

■ Sentence classification recall: 0.715
■ Snippet classification recall: 0.818 (outperforms SVM)
■ 10% improvement in recall

● Highest recall:
○ AfPak: 0.818
○ DRC: 0.587
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Summary: Event and Conflict Driver “coding” is hard

● Fully automated processes and datasets:
○ Too many misclassifications and duplications (GDELT) and 
○ No automated system handles Conflict Drivers

● A Joint Human/Machine Coding Process:
○ Machine learning methods perform well on high volume tasks:

■ Identifying relevant sentences (Naive Bayes)
■ Categorising relevant sentences (SVM)
■ Categorising text snippets (MNB)

○ The analyst’s time can be used more effectively on:
■ Confirming relevant sentences 
■ Selecting the key components of a sentence
■ Confirming and correcting ontology classifications
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Questions?
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Evaluation: Relevant Sentence Extraction
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● Recall at 0.7 is on 
par with human 
coding performance

● AfPak Dataset 97% 
irrelevant sentences

● DRC contains 
proportionally  
fewer irrelevant 
sentences

● Recall is preserved



Evaluation: Sentence Classification
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Evaluation: Text Snippet Classification
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